
E
very one should have chickens. Well, nearly everyone.

Sweet, placid birds, they greet me every morning with a

flap of excitement when I walk over to their house after

breakfast. How much they anticipate the morning ritual of the

scattering of the grain I don’t know; all I do know is that, to a

feather, they are there with irrepressible joy when I open the

gate. After I broadcast the mixed grain most of the little flock

scurry around for the first gleanings. A couple of ladies huddle

up and sit on my shoes waiting to be patted. Walking can be

hazardous. They respond this way every morning with the first

visit—and to the second meeting after noon when they get their

lunch of kitchen scraps and weeds. 

Their earthy manners leave a little to be desired. They don’t

fight or throw food about but they have been known to

shoulder each other away as they select the most desirable

portions then scurry over to the fence for a private repast. Not

once have I seen a chicken gently nudge a choice morsel over to

a feathered friend with clucks to the effect of ‘after you,’ but

they will share a piece of bread. Bread is beakable, an apple is

not; because chickens lack teeth such treats must be cut into

smaller portions before they can do it justice. Once by mistake a

whole apple wormed its way into the scrap bucket and as I

tipped the goodies onto the ground the apple rolled away

followed by half the team as they invented a kind of beak-ball.

Not until I retrieved said fruit and smashed it over a rock were

they able to demolish it. They have their feed bin of course and

a freshwater bucket for libations, but the game of forage is what

really gets them going.    

In the early fifties, England still had food shortages as a

result of war damage, so even urban families like ours were

encouraged to keep a few chickens to provide eggs—and to

grow carrots to help us see in the dark. Dad maintained four

birds in a converted kennel at the bottom of the garden. They

were my pets too and I treated them to rides in my

wheelbarrow. One summer my parents arranged for us to go on

a short holiday to visit relatives and my Uncle George was

recruited to man the fort, feed the chickens and Rupert the

goldfish.   

As Dylan Thomas so eloquently remarks in A Child’s

Christmas in Wales, ‘there were always uncles at Christmas.’ I

had uncles at other seasons too; five of them. George was one of

those self-educated classically inspired bachelors who occupied

the entire second-floor of a large Victorian townhouse. He

worked in a bank, listened to classical music and walked in the

park on Saturdays. He also subscribed to five newspapers

which accumulated unread, and collected books. For many

years in my childhood George was a regular guest for the ritual

of Sunday dinner. I enjoyed these times because he always

brought me a book purchased from Smith & Co Booksellers at

the train station. I had books on boats, bats, flowers and fish,

stars, shells and every subject known to a child—except

chickens. George became an authority on all these subjects also

because he read them on his twenty-five minute train ride.

Which is fortunate because had he read instructions for

children concerning chickens I might not be able to relate the

following.

The holiday was a great success. I visited aunts who liked to

cook and explored the nearby beach. We returned as planned

late one evening to find Dear Uncle George ensconced in an

armchair before the TV with a chicken perched next to him

wrapped in an old school scarf. After the usual preliminaries

and barely containing his laughter, my father ventured to

inquire about the presence of the chicken. ‘Ah!’ replied George

with great gravity, ‘As I was feeding the flock this morning I was

quite disturbed to hear one of the ladies sneeze, so I ventured to

carry her inside where it was warmer.’ For the rest of the day

George nursed the perfectly fit bird with a specially prepared

bowl of warm porridge and as evening came on he contrived to

locate the scarf and wrap her in it, ‘just in case’. The chicken

apparently enjoyed George’s selection of TV programs but was

very quickly returned to the company of her peers. 0 
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